] − 11Sin[2c − x]+ 39Sin [ 1 2 (3c − x) ] + Sin [ 1 2 (5c − x) ] − 6Sin[x] + 24Sin[c + x] − 3Sin [ 3(c+x) 2 ] + 11Sin[2c + x]− − 39Sin [ 1 2 (3c + x) ] − Sin [ 1 2 (5c + x) ] − 4Sin [ 1 2 (c + 3x) ] − Sin [ 1 2 (5c + 3x) ]) / (384 (−1+ +Cos [ c 2 ] Cos [ x 2 ]) 3 ) In[7]: D[1/6Sin[c](Cos[(x − c)/2] − Cos[x/2]Cos[c/2])/(1 − Cos[x/2]Cos[c/2]), {x, 2}] · · D[1/6Sin[c](Cos[(x − c)/2] − Cos[x/2]Cos[c/2])/(1 − Cos[x/2]Cos[c/2]), {c, 2}] − D[1/6Sin[c](Cos[(x − c)/2] − Cos[x/2]Cos[c/2])/(1 − Cos[x/2]Cos[c/2]), x, c] ∧ 2
Out[7]:
( {x, 0, Pi/2}, {c, x, 2ArcSin[Sqrt[2/3] {x, 0, Pi/2}, {c, x, 2ArcSin[Sqrt[2/3] 
